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ABSTRACT
Big data workflow management systems (BDWFMSs) have recently emerged as popular platforms to perform large-scale data analytics in the cloud. However, the protection of data confidentiality and secure execution of workflow applications remains an important and challenging problem. Although a few data analytics systems were developed to address this problem, they are limited to specific structures such as Map-Reduce-style workflows and SQL queries. This paper proposes SecDATAVIEW, a BDWFMS that leverages Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX) and AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) to develop a heterogeneous trusted execution environment for workflows. SecDATAVIEW aims to (1) provide the confidentiality and integrity of code and data for workflows running on public untrusted clouds, (2) minimize the TCB size for a BDWFMS, (3) enable the trade-off between security and performance for workflows, and (4) support the execution of Java-based workflow tasks in SGX. Our experimental results show that SecDATAVIEW imposes 1.69x to 2.62x overhead on workflow execution time on SGX worker nodes, 1.04x to 1.29x overhead on SEV worker nodes, and 1.20x to 1.43x overhead on a heterogeneous setting in which both SGX and SEV worker nodes are used.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, scientific workflows increasingly use cloud computing to provision on-demand scalable resources in computation and storage for large-scale big data analytics [30, 37]. Cloud computing has the advantage of being able to provision practically an unlimited number of resources to a workflow application based on a pay-as-you-go pricing model, enabling scientific workflows to solve larger scientific problems and to address the big data challenges (volume, velocity, and variety) more efficiently. This leads to the notion of big data scientific workflows [30, 33], or big data workflows for short.

However, cloud’s hardware resources are usually shared among different users or organizations through isolation techniques such as virtual machines or containers. The resource sharing characteristics and the large size of the cloud’s system software makes the cloud vulnerable to various attacks [2, 14, 34, 45, 50, 57]. For example, Ristenpart et al. [49] showed that an outside adversary could extract unauthorized information in AWS EC2 instances. In addition, big data workflows running on clouds or virtualized data centers rely on the integrity of the OS and hypervisor code to operate correctly, which introduces a large trusted computing base (TCB) - the quintessential software and hardware portion of the system whose security is critical and must be ensured for the sound behavior of the rest of the system. The vulnerabilities introduced by a large TCB may be exploited by adversaries. Attacks could also be originated from a malicious insider, such as a dishonest administrator or high-privileged malicious cloud software, where the big data analytics
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platform is deployed. Hardware-assisted trusted execution environments (TEEs) is a promising solution to protect the execution of big data workflows and workflow data. Intel Software Guard eXtensions (SGX) [5, 24, 42] and AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) [29] are two widely used general purpose hardware-assisted TEEs developed for the x86 architecture. The pros and cons of Intel SGX and AMD SEV technologies are discussed in [43]. Intel SGX has been used for protecting big data analytics in the cloud. For example, Shuster et al. [9] proposed VC3, a system that leverages SGX to protect unmodified Map-Reduce tasks written in C/C++. Pires et al. [46] proposed a lightweight, Map-Reduce framework with Lua [23], a high-level language that interprets the Map-Reduce Lua scripts in Intel SGX. Zheng et al. proposed Opaque [61] that enhanced the security of the Spark SQL with SGX. Although these systems are the pioneers in using hardware-assisted security technologies for big data analytics, they are limited to specific domains. For example, the systems proposed by Shuster et al. [9] and Pires et al. [46] support only Map-Reduce-style workflows consisting of a Map task and a Reduce task, but not workflows with more complex structure [3, 33]. The Opaque application is limited to the use of relational algebra based tasks with Spark SQL. Although Opaque provides techniques for protecting the secure execution of relational algebra expressions, the proposed system does not support tasks whose source code is not available. In addition, each task in Opaque is a relational operator with relations as their inputs and outputs. Finally, existing systems do not support tasks with well-defined input and output ports of complex data types. In this paper, we propose SecDATAVIEW, a secure big data workflow management system that leverages Intel SGX and AMD SEV to provide a heterogeneous trusted execution environment (TEE) for big data workflows. SecDATAVIEW is transparent to users and application-level workflow tasks, and addresses the following three challenges.

Firstly, scientific workflows running on clouds or virtualized data centers rely on the integrity of the OS and hypervisor code to operate correctly, which introduces a large trusted computing base (TCB). For instance, Linux kernel has about 35.5 million lines of code and the latest Xen hypervisor contains 572 thousands of lines of code [11]. This large TCB inevitably creates vulnerabilities that can be easily exploited by attackers. The National Vulnerability Database shows that there are 307 vulnerabilities in Xen and 6 vulnerabilities in the latest Linux kernel version 5.1.6 [1]. External attackers may exploit such vulnerabilities to gain access to computers on which scientific workflows execute to access or modify data and workflow tasks. To address this issue, SecDATAVIEW reduces the size of the system’s TCB by isolating the security-sensitive modules of the system in the SGX-protected enclaves or SEV-protected instances and by keeping the high-privileged cloud system software outside of the TCB.

Secondly, SGX is compatible with only a limited set of C/C++ libraries. However, many workflow tasks are written in Java and use third-party Java libraries, which is not directly supported by SGX. To address this issue, SecDATAVIEW uses the shielding approach proposed in [8] and the SGX-LKL library OS [15, 40] to execute workflow tasks written in Java in the secure enclaves of the worker nodes. Alternatively, SecDATAVIEW uses AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) to provide the protected worker nodes during the workflow runtime.

Thirdly, big data workflow tasks are often memory-intensive. For example, 75% of the execution time of the Broadband workflow [20] is consumed by workflow tasks that require over 1GB memory. Running the kernel of a workflow management system such as DATAVIEW [30] itself also requires over 500MB memory. As a result, in the SGX-protected workflows, when tasks require a large amount of secure memory, the SGX enclave page cache (EPC) memory paging could significantly increase the execution time of a workflow. SecDATAVIEW addresses this issue with the help of SEV-protected instances that provide a larger amount of secure memory than SGX enclaves. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- We propose SecDATAVIEW, a secure big data workflow management system that leverages Intel SGX and AMD SEV for the secure execution of big data workflows. We propose a secure architecture and the WCPAC (Workload Code Provisioning and Communication) protocol to provision and attest secure worker nodes, securely provision the code for the Task Executor and workflow tasks on each participating worker node for a workflow, establish secure communication between the master node and worker nodes, and ensure secure file transfers among worker nodes. We leverage the SGX-shielding approach and the SGX-LKL library OS to execute workflow tasks written in Java to overcome the limitation of SGX’s lack of support for Java programs.

- To support memory-intensive workflows and reduce the overall performance overhead incurred by SGX enclaves EPC memory paging, SecDATAVIEW enables users to selectively assign confidential tasks into SGX or SEV worker nodes. Researchers in [43] reported that SEV performs faster than SGX for workloads that require a larger amount of secure memory. However, SGX offers better security than SEV due to its smaller TCB size, enclave abstraction, and memory integrity protection. In SecDATAVIEW, users may run the memory-intensive confidential tasks (e.g., tasks that do not require enhanced-degree of security but require a large amount of secure memory) in SEV worker nodes while assigning the security-sensitive confidential tasks (e.g., tasks that need enhanced-degree of security) to the SGX worker nodes.

- We have implemented SecDATAVIEW and conducted experiments on a real-world diagnosis recommendation workflow [3], Map-Reduce workflow [16], and a distributed K-means workflow to demonstrate the feasibility and usability of the proposed system. Our experimental results show that SecDATAVIEW imposes a moderate overhead on the execution times of various workflows. The source code of the SecDATAVIEW system is available on GitHub1 for further research and improvement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of big data, the DATAVIEW workflow management system, the Intel SGX and AMD SEV technologies, and adversary
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model. Section §3 presents the architecture design and communication protocol implementation of SecDATAVIEW. Section §4 presents our experimental results. Related work is given in Section §5 and Section §6 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND ADVERSARY MODEL

Big data workflows: A big data workflow is a computerized model for automating a data analytics process, which consists of a set of computational tasks and their data inter-dependencies, to process and analyze data of ever increasing in scale, complexity, and rate of acquisition [30, 33]. A big data workflow management system (BDWFMS) is a system that completely defines, modifies, manages, monitors, and executes scientific workflows on the cloud in the order that is driven by the workflow logic [30, 33]. An example of workflow is shown in Figure 6, which is a well-known word count (Map-Reduce) workflow.

SecDATAVIEW was developed based on the DATAVIEW scientific workflow management system [30]. The architecture of DATAVIEW is given in Figure 1. The reasons we chose DATAVIEW as our BDWFMS are as follows: DATAVIEW represents the state-of-the-art big data workflow management system, and it has a strong user base – over 700 registered worldwide. DATAVIEW has been used in various data analytics applications, including diagnosis recommendation [3], predicting the efficacy of therapeutic services for autism spectrum disorder [10], analysis of vehicle data to assess driver’s driving behavior [31], medical image processing [22], biological simulation data analysis [19], and brain fiber connectivity analysis [36]. DATAVIEW consists of three layers: the Presentation & Visualization Layer, the Task Management Layer, and the Task Management Layer. The Presentation & Visualization module is responsible for the presentation of workflows and the visualization of various data products and provenance metadata. The Workflow design & configuration module provides intuitive GUI for users to design and configure workflows. The Workflow Engine is a central module that orchestrates the execution of workflows. The Workflow Monitoring module keeps track of the status of workflow execution. The Data Product Management module stores and manages all data products used in workflows. The Provenance Management module is responsible for storing, browsing, and querying workflow provenance. The Task Management module enables the execution of heterogeneous atomic tasks, including web services and scripts, and tasks that are executed on VMs in the cloud. The Cloud Resource Management module interacts with virtual resources in clouds and data centers. Using DATAVIEW, a user can not only easily share data and workflows with peer collaborators, but also design and run big data scientific workflows in the cloud, including commercial Amazon EC2 and academic clouds.2

Intel SGX: Intel SGX is a recent hardware innovation that enables users to instantiate a secure container, called enclave, to protect the execution of code from being altered by malicious code or external attackers. SGX protects the integrity of the enclave code and data, even when the high-privileged system software is compromised [6]. SGX also protects against the physical memory access of attacks [8]. With SGX, TCB contains only the processor and the code running inside the enclave. SGX reserves a limited size of the encrypted memory region called Enclave Page Cache (EPC), where enclaves are created within this region. In the current SGX release, the size of EPC is 32MB, 64MB, or 128MB [6, 13]. Although a larger memory size can be supported through the paging mechanism, it incurs up to 1,000x performance overhead [6]. To speed up the execution performance of parallel applications, SGX supports multi-threads inside of the enclave.

AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV): AMD SEV is a security feature that is created on top of the AMD Secure Memory Encryption (SME) [29] technology and provides the protection against attacks that usually happen in cloud system software such as high-privileged hypervisor by encrypting the memory space of VM instances. SEV protects a VM’s memory space with an encryption key that is protected from the hypervisor, cloud management software or other parts of the system [4, 28, 29]. SEV protection is transparent to the user applications that are running inside SEV-protected instances. Protected applications are unaware of underlying memory encryption. AMD’s Memory Encryption Engine is capable of using different encryption keys to protect different SEV-protected VM’s memory spaces on the same platform.

Adversary Model: The adversary model for SecDATAVIEW is similar to that for VC3 [9]. The attackers may control the whole software stack in remote servers, including their system software. The attackers may also have access to network packets and capture, replay, and modify them. An adversary may also access or change data after it left the processor with hardware-tapping or probing techniques. Attacker can access any process running on a worker node. The adversary could be a dishonest administrator who can tap into a worker node to read user data, or an attacker who can exploit a vulnerability in the worker node host’s system software and access user data that is located in unprotected memory, in the
network buffer, or on the physical storage medium. We assume the attacker is not capable of modifying SGX-enabled CPU package that resides in the remote location. Other attacks, including network traffic-analysis [48], denial-of-service, access pattern leakage [17], side-channel attacks [56], and fault injections [7], are out of the scope in this paper.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We identify the following security-related requirements for SecDATAVIEW:

- **R1:** Providing the confidentiality and integrity of code and data for workflows running on public untrusted clouds.
- **R2:** Minimizing the TCB size for SecDATAVIEW.
- **R3:** Enabling the trade-off between security and performance for workflows with different user requirements.
- **R4:** Supporting the execution of Java-based workflow tasks in SGX nodes without tedious code refactoring.

Figure 2 gives the architecture of SecDATAVIEW, which uses a heterogeneous computing environment including both SGX and SEV worker nodes. This environment provides the flexibility of trade-off between performance and the degree of security (Requirement R3). Based on the previous study [43], SGX offers better security than SEV due to its smaller TCB size, enclave abstraction, and memory integrity protection. However, SGX may impose high performance overhead on memory-intensive applications due to its limited enclave memory size. While SEV offers better performance for memory-intensive applications and the assurance of confidentiality, it comes with the limitations of a larger TCB size (i.e., trusting the entire VM) and no support for memory integrity protection, which decreases its degree of security assurance. SecDATAVIEW benefits greatly from our proposed heterogeneous computing environment that includes both SGX and SEV worker nodes. Security-sensitive workflow tasks (e.g., tasks that process confidential data) are executed on SGX nodes and memory-intensive tasks with lower security requirement (e.g., tasks that do not process confidential data) are executed on SEV nodes. In this way, SecDATAVIEW achieves the degree of security with low-performance overhead.

3.1 SecDATAVIEW Architecture

To protect data and prevent the execution of DATAVIEW from being altered by attackers, one approach is to execute the whole DATAVIEW system inside an SGX enclave or SEV-protected VM. While this approach may work for SEV-protected VM, it is not practical for SGX due to the following reasons. First, the code and data that reside in a protected physical memory region inside an enclave are called the *enclave page cache (EPC)*. The size of the EPC is up to 128MB. To support applications that use a large amount of memory, SGX provides a memory paging mechanism to swap memory pages between EPC and the memory outside the enclave; memory pages swapped out are encrypted. Enclave memory paging is expensive and imposes performance overhead. For example, experimental results in [6] show that, when the accessed memory is beyond the size of the EPC, the triggered page faults may impose an overhead of 1,000x. Scientific workflow tasks are often memory-intensive. For example, 75% of the execution time of the Broadband workflow [20] is consumed by workflow tasks that require over 1GB memory. Running the DATAVIEW kernel itself also requires over 500MB memory. As a result, memory paging could significantly increase the execution time of the DATAVIEW server and workflow tasks, which may reduce the user’s willingness to use the proposed trusted execution environment. Secondly, SGX is compatible with only a limited set of C/C++ libraries. Many workflow tasks in DATAVIEW are written in Java that use third-party Java libraries, which are not directly supported by SGX. Although SGX-LKL library OS supports the execution of Java code, it supports only the execution of a single process inside the enclave (system call *fork* is not supported). Moreover, putting all DATAVIEW modules inside the enclave or SEV-protected VM increases the size of TCB, which in turn decreases the security of the system.

To address the above challenges, we identify the components in DATAVIEW that process confidential data and execute only such components inside SGX enclaves; other components are executed on the trusted premises such as private cloud computing platforms or the user side premise as usual (Requirement R2). As different components in DATAVIEW interact with each other, we develop the WCFAC (Workflow Code Provisioning And Communication) protocol to provision and attest secure worker nodes, securely provision the code for the Task Executor and workflow tasks on each participating worker node, and establish the secure communication and file transfers between the master and worker nodes, and among worker nodes. As a result, the confidentiality and integrity of intermediate workflow data products are protected during their transfer from one workflow task to another workflow task.

In DATAVIEW [32], the Workflow Engine and the Task Management modules are security-sensitive components as they interact with workflow tasks that may process confidential data. DATAVIEW was not designed with security in mind and all communications between two different modules are passed through an unencrypted channel. In addition, although the input and output data are transferred through secure FTP (sftp) channel, they were stored in plaintext format. SecDATAVIEW aims to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the workflow’s code and data. To do so, we redesigned the Cloud Resource Management to initialize SGX/SEV worker nodes, and added two security-related modules - Code Provisioner and Code Provisioning Attestation – to the Task Management and Workflow Engine sub-systems, respectively.

Figure 2(a) visualizes the secure system architecture for SecDATAVIEW in the cloud and the zoom-in view of its two components: the Workflow Engine and the Task Management. Figure 2(d) provides the deployment architecture of SecDATAVIEW, which consists of two parts: the master node running in a secure premise and worker nodes running in a public cloud. The gray components in the figure represent the redesigned components in SecDATAVIEW. In SecDATAVIEW, the Code Provisioner and Task Executor are executed inside SGX enclaves or SEV-protected instances.

The Workflow Executor executes on the master node in a secure premise. Task Executors runs on each worker nodes with TEE support. AED AES-256 GCM symmetric cryptography [51, 52] and SSL secure socket are used to secure the communication between the Workflow Executor and the Task Executors. When a workflow is initialized and before the workflow’s code is decrypted in worker nodes, a code attestation protocol is executed.
Figure 2: SecDATAVIEW Architecture. (a) visualizes the secure system architecture for SecDATAVIEW and zoom-in views of its two components: (b) Workflow Engine, and (c) Task Management. (d) provides the all-in-cloud deployment architecture of SecDATAVIEW.

Figure 3: The WCPAC Protocol for securing the communication between Workflow Executor, Cloud Resource Management, Code Provisioning Attestation, Code Provisioner, and Task Executor.

The Code Provisioning Attestation module running on the master node provisions Task Executor with the help of Code Provisioner and uses a SHA256 digest message to verify the integrity of the Code Provisioner executed at a remote worker node. If the integrity of Code Provisioner is verified, then the Code Provisioning Attestation module sends the Task Executor’s decryption key, the workflow’s input data, and the Task Executor’s SSL certificate to the Code Provisioner module, and returns the control to the Workflow Executor. Otherwise, the Code Provisioning Attestation module terminates the workflow execution and informs the user about the code attestation failure.
The **Code Provisioner** module then decrypts the **Task Executor** and workflow code on the SGX/SEV worker node using the received decryption key.

The **Cloud Resource Management** module in SecDATAVIEW initializes SGX and SEV worker nodes upon receiving the request from the **Workflow Executor**. It implements machine-specific commands to send pre-configured encrypted SGX-LKL or the SEV disk image and communicates with the worker’s hypervisor using a ssh bash session to launch the AMD SEV-protected instance or Intel SGX-LKL enclave. After successfully initializing the worker node, it returns the control to the **Workflow Executor**.

The **Task Executor** packages all necessary code and libraries used by workflow tasks, executes workflow tasks inside the worker node’s TEE, and communicates with other worker nodes. This module also interacts with the **Workflow Executor** and carries the secret key for encryption and decryption of workflow data and results. In addition, AEAD AES-256 GCM symmetric cryptography [51, 52], SSL socket, and sftp are used to protect the communication between worker nodes.

### 3.1.1 Executing workflows inside SGX enclaves

SGX-based applications were implemented with Intel SGX SDK that uses low-level C/C++ to accomplish SGX primitives and introduces the notion of enclave abstraction into the programming model. The enclave abstraction divides every SGX application into trusted and untrusted runtime that should be designed carefully by the developers. We identify two common SGX-based application design. One approach is called the **specialized-enclave**, in which the developer follows all the SGX rules such as code partitioning in trusted and untrusted parts, defining Ecalls, Ocalls [26], and configuring the Enclave Definition Language [25]. The **specialized-enclave** approach has the advantage of the minimum TCB size since the amount of code in the enclave runtime is minimum. The **specialized-enclave** is suitable when the system depends on static components that are usually created by skillful developers. For example, secureKeeper [13] uses the **specialized-enclave** approach. However, the **DATAVIEW** system uses dynamic and third-party proprietary tasks and libraries that are not created or used by the **DATAVIEW** system developers. Applying the **specialized-enclave** approach would dramatically decrease the usability and security of **DATAVIEW** system due to the burden of learning low-level SGX-based programming on the shoulder of its end-users. Besides, C/C++ is not a type-safe language and user-created SGX workflow tasks may unintentionally expose low-level defects that leak sensitive information from enclaves and compromise the system runtime environment.

Another approach is the **SGX Shield** approach that executes an unmodified application in the SGX runtime. In this approach, the unmodified application along with its execution environment (such as JVM) and codes that belong to the library operation system (LibOS) entirety is executed inside the enclave. On one hand, **SGX Shield** introduces a larger TCB as it puts more code inside the enclave and may significantly decrease the memory access performance of the enclave [13] when the enclave memory size exceeds 96MB due to memory paging overhead. On the other hand, **SGX Shield** substantially increases the usability of the SGX-based system by removing the requirement of SGX-expert knowledge and making it possible to execute unmodified applications in enclaves. In addition, **SGX Shield** enables end-users to execute code written in type-safe languages such as Java, which mitigates unintended memory leakage in the program and is suitable for security-sensitive scientific workflow applications. HAVEN [8], Graphene-SGX [55], SCONE [6], and SGX-LKL library OS [39] use the SGX Shield approach to run unmodified applications in enclaves. Among them, SCONE and SGX-LKL support Java. Because SGX-LKL is open-source, SecDATAVIEW uses SGX-LKL to execute workflow tasks written in Java inside SGX enclaves.

One limitation of SGX-LKL is that SGX-LKL supports only the execution of a single process inside the SGX enclave. However, complex modules in SecDATAVIEW such as **Code Provisioner** and **Task Executor** are often run as multiple processes (e.g., SSL socket and sftp server). To tackle the above limitation, we developed a Java-written sftp server which is included in the SGX-LKL encrypted disk image and is sent to the SGX worker node. The Java sftp server is started as the only active process inside the SGX-LKL enclave. The sftp server is capable to dynamically activate the **Code Provisioner** module upon its arrival inside the enclave. The sftp server leverages Java multi-threading, class loader, and reflection, and dynamically extends its active process to complex **Code Provisioner** at enclave runtime. In the same way, the **Code Provisioner** module is enabled to activate the **Task Executor** inside the enclave.

### 3.1.2 Executing workflows inside SEV-protected VM

AMD SEV is designed for cloud applications and protects unmodified applications by shielding the SEV VM instances from other parts of the system [29]. Unlike SGX, SEV does not provide memory integrity protection but imposes lower performance overhead than SGX. To minimize the performance overhead, SecDATAVIEW executes memory-intensive workflow tasks that do not require enhanced-degree of protection inside SEV-protected VMs. The end-user can decide what task in a confidential workflow is assigned to the SEV or SGX worker nodes. SecDATAVIEW contains a pre-created SEV disk image. This SEV disk image is used during runtime to provision a custom VM on a SEV worker node with an execution environment that includes the guest OS, the Java virtual machine and other necessary components (e.g., the stand-alone Java sftp server) for secure workflow execution.

### 3.2 The WCPAC Protocol

We developed a Workflow Code Provisioning And Communication (WCPAC) protocol for securing the execution of workflow tasks in remote worker nodes. The main functionalities of WCPAC include (1) to provision and attest secure worker nodes, (2) to securely provision the code for the **Task Executor** and workflow tasks on each participating worker node, (3) to establish the secure communication and file transfers between the master node and the worker nodes, and (4) to establish secure file transfers among worker nodes. Every SGX worker node is configured to execute the SGX-LKL library. AMD servers are used to execute SEV instances. During the worker’s launch process, an SGX-LKL-based Intel remote attestation similar to [38] is used by the **Cloud Resource Management** subsystem to verify the trustworthiness of Intel SGX CPU and SGX-LKL enclave and to send the application configuration (i.e., disk encryption key) remotely. Besides, AMD guest attestation [29] should be used to launch and verify the SEV instances. Note that at
the time we wrote this paper, the Intel remote attestation feature was not fully integrated into the release of SGX-LKL [54], and we leave the implementation of remote attestation for future work. Nevertheless, the WCPAC protocol assumes that such a protocol is incorporated, and the SGX and SEV worker nodes would use it and pass the remote attestation upon the request of the Cloud Resource Management subsystem. Besides, the WCPAC protocol assumes that the approaches used by TEE hardware vendors (i.e., SGX-LKL and AMD SEV) to launch and access the disk images are secure.

The SecDATAVIEW master node is deployed on a trusted on-premises server whose security is ensured. SecDATAVIEW will provision as many worker nodes as necessary from a given heterogeneous computing environment to execute a particular workflow. During the execution, SecDATAVIEW dynamically deploys a Code Provisioner and a Task Executor on each worker node using the WCPAC protocol. The remaining components of SecDATAVIEW will run on the trusted on-premises server. Figure 3 shows the communication diagram of the WCPAC protocol. The detailed sequence diagram of the WCPAC protocol is provided in the Appendix 7. Firstly, the Workflow Executor activates the Cloud Resource Management module with a request specifying the machine type (i.e., SGX/SEV) to initialize the worker nodes – Step (a) in Figure 3. When a worker node is an SGX node, then the Cloud Resource Management module sends the SGX-LKL disk image to the worker node and activates SGX-LKL over ssh, which runs the stand-alone sftp server inside an SGX-LKL enclave, with the Intel remote attestation protocol. When a worker node is a SEV, then the Cloud Resource Management module sends the SEV disk image to the worker node, activates the SEV over ssh, and runs the stand-alone sftp server inside the SEV-protected VM with the AMD guest attestation protocol. Upon successful initialization, all worker nodes have active sftp server – Step (b) in Figure 3. At this step, the Cloud Resource Management module returns the control to the Workflow Executor. The Workflow Executor then activates the Code Provisioning Attestation module, which computes the SHA256 digest of the Code Provisioner file and stores the digest in its memory – Step (c) in Figure 3. Besides, the Code Provisioning Attestation module randomly generates an encryption key and stores the key in its memory. The Code Provisioning Attestation module then encrypts the Task Executor with the generated key and sends the Code Provisioner, the SSL certificates of the Code Provisioner, as well as the encrypted Task Executor to the SGX enclaves or SEV instance through sftp – Step (d) in Figure 3. The stand-alone sftp server process dynamically activates the Code Provisioner through Java reflection and class loader, transfers the control to the Code Provisioner, and terminates the sftp server. The Code Provisioner then computes the SHA256 digest on its file (self-integrity inspection), initiates a new sftp server as part of a new running thread for the secure file transfer, opens a new SSL socket to communicate with the Code Provisioning Attestation module, and sends its SHA256 digest to the Code Provisioning Attestation module through the SSL socket – Steps (e) and (f) in Figure 3.

After the Code Provisioning Attestation module receives the Code Provisioner’s SHA256 digest, the Code Provisioning Attestation module compares the SHA256 digest against the digest stored in its memory to ensure that Code Provisioner is not altered. With this technique we enforce another check on the Code Provisioner to capture any possible network or other flaws during code transferring event. If the digest does not match, the job is terminated; otherwise, the Code Provisioning Attestation module sends the Task Executor’s decryption key to the Code Provisioner. In addition, the Code Provisioning Attestation module sends the encrypted workflow’s input data, the Task Executor’s configuration, and the Task Executor’s SSL certificate through sftp. After the success of attestation and file transfer, the control is returned to the Workflow Executor from the Code Provisioning Attestation – Steps (g) and (h) in Figure 3.

Upon receiving the Task Executor’s decryption key and all the dependency files, the Code Provisioner module decrypts the Task Executor, and dynamically activates the Task Executor using the Java reflection and class loader. The Code Provisioner terminates and the control is transferred to the Task Executor – Step (i) in Figure 3.

The Task Executor is initialized, and a new SSL socket with its SSL certificate is started as part of the Task Executor running threads. At this moment, the communication between Workflow Executor and Task Executor is secured and the Task Executor completes all assigned tasks based on the local workflow schedule it receives from the Workflow Executor. The output results are sent through sftp to the children worker nodes in the workflow or send back to the user in the encrypted form, and the Task Executor terminates – Steps (j) and (k) in Figure 3. It is noteworthy that the workflow’s data cryptography key is carried with the Task Executor and is used for the encryption and decryption purpose throughout the workflow execution. The data owner generates and encrypts the input files with a provided cryptography tool, and the secret key is compiled as part of the Task Executor and is securely transferred to and decrypted in the trustworthy worker nodes. Also, all trustworthy worker nodes share the same cryptography key, so the data received from parent nodes could be decrypted in the children nodes in the workflow and vice versa.

### Table 1: Testbeds Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testbed Machine</th>
<th>SecDATAVIEW Master</th>
<th>Intel SGX</th>
<th>AMD SEV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU Model</td>
<td>Intel Core i7-6100U</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3</td>
<td>EPYC 7271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Core</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Thread</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Base Clock</td>
<td>3.6 GHz</td>
<td>3.6 GHz</td>
<td>2.1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Boost Clock</td>
<td>4 GHz</td>
<td>4 GHz</td>
<td>2.9 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Type</td>
<td>Smart Cache</td>
<td>Smart Cache</td>
<td>L3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Size</td>
<td>8 MB</td>
<td>8 MB</td>
<td>12 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherboard</td>
<td>Dell Inspiron 24-5419</td>
<td>Intel POG</td>
<td>GIARBYTE M221-AB0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>16GB DDR4 Non-ECC</td>
<td>16GB DDR4 Non-ECC</td>
<td>16GB ECC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Conventional HDD</td>
<td>NVMe SSD</td>
<td>SATA SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypervisor/OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04 LTS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04 LTS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 18.04 LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel Version</td>
<td>4.15.0-50-generic-x64</td>
<td>4.15.0-50-generic-x64</td>
<td>4.20.0-sev-x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGX SSL Version</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGX-LKL Memory</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Hardware Mode</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGX-LKL Memory</td>
<td>2GB (Encrypted)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEV VM Kernel</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.18.20-generic-x64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEV VM Memory</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4GB (Encrypted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEV VM Storage</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3GB (Disk Image)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 EVALUATION

This section presents the evaluation results of SecDATAVIEW. Specifically, we aim to answer three research questions:

**Sect. 4.1:** What is the performance overhead of running workflows inside SecDATAVIEW?
We used three different types of workflows in our experiments: the 
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SEV active with data encryption
• SEV inactive with data encryption
• SGX active with data encryption
• SGX inactive with data encryption
• SGX inactive without data encryption
K-means workflow [27]. We measured the performance overhead 
Diagnosis Recommendation workflow [3], the Word Count work-
4.1 Workflow Performance Evaluation
• The SecDATAVIEW master node has Intel Core i7-6700T 4GHz CPU with 
• The SecDATAVIEW master node has Intel Core i7-6700T 4GHz CPU with 
• The AMD machine has an AMD EPYC 7251 2.9GHz CPU with 8 
• The SGX machines have Intel Xeon E3-1275 v5 4GHz CPU with 
4 physical cores and 8 logical threads, 32GB DDR4 non-ECC RAM, and an NVME SSD storage. Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with kernel version 4.15.0-50-generic-x64 and SGX SDK version 2.0 were installed on SGX machines.
• We have also installed Java version 1.8 on all machines and compiled the latest SGX-LKL software in hardware mode on SGX machines. All machines are connected with a 100Mb LAN interface thus making a heterogeneous cluster of five nodes.

4.1 Workflow Performance Evaluation
We used three different types of workflows in our experiments: the Diagnosis Recommendation workflow [3], the Word Count workflow [16], and the Distributed K-means workflow [27]. We measured the performance overhead incurred by SGX/SEV in terms of the execution time and the memory usage for each workflow in eight different configurations:

• **SGX inactive without data encryption**: in this configuration, all workflow tasks are running outside of enclaves on SGX worker nodes. Task code is encrypted and data is not encrypted.
• **SGX inactive with data encryption**: in this configuration, all workflow tasks are running outside of enclaves on SGX worker nodes. Task code and data are encrypted during network transfer and then decrypted before their usage.
• **SGX active with data encryption**: in this configuration, all workflow tasks are running inside of enclaves on SGX worker nodes. Both task code and data are encrypted during network transfer and then decrypted before their usage.
• **SEV inactive without data encryption**: in this configuration, all workflow tasks are running on SEV worker nodes but the SEV feature is not used. Task code is encrypted and data is not encrypted.
• **SEV inactive with data encryption**: in this configuration, all workflow tasks are running on SEV worker nodes but the SEV feature is not used. Both task code and data are encrypted during network transfer and then decrypted before their usage.
• **SEV active with data encryption**: in this configuration, all workflow tasks are running on SEV worker nodes with the SEV feature used. Both task code and data are encrypted during network transfer and then decrypted before their usage.
• **Hybrid inactive with data encryption**: in this configuration, workflow tasks are running on a mixed setting of SGX and SEV worker nodes without using the features of SGX and SEV. Both task code and data are encrypted during network transfer and then decrypted before their usage.
• **Hybrid active with data encryption**: in this configuration, workflow tasks are running on a mixed setting of SGX and SEV worker nodes with the use of the features of SGX and SEV. Both task code and data are encrypted during network transfer and then decrypted before their usage.

All experiments were conducted with 2GB SGX heap and 4GB SEV RAM and 1GB JVM heap memory space. Our experiments targeted an extreme scenario in which all workflow tasks are scheduled on the same SGX/SEV worker node. These experiments are used to measure the maximum possible overhead of SecDATAVIEW. In our experiments, the memory footprint and heap size are larger than the SGX EPC memory and communication between two workflow tasks are encrypted. To measure the execution time, we have started a timer in the Workflow Executor module that is initiated before the activation of Task Executor and ends when the workflow finishes execution. The reported results represent the aggregated performance and overhead incurred by SGX-LKL/SEV instance runtime, secure network stack, read/write access inside the SGX-LKL and SEV disk image, file encryption/decryption, file transfer between worker nodes, and secure execution of workflow tasks.

4.1.1 The Diagnosis Recommendation workflow. The diagnosis recommendation workflow is a real-life diagnosis workflow [3] that uses machine learning methods and raw textual dataset as a prescription for a group of patients. We synthetically created 10,000 – 100,000 patient records with an average length of 150 characters for an individual prescription. In our first experiment, all workflow tasks are associated with SGX worker nodes with three different settings: (a) **SGX inactive without data encryption**, (b) **SGX inactive with data encryption**, and (c) **SGX active with data encryption**. In our second experiment, all workflow tasks are associated with SEV nodes with three settings: (a) **SEV inactive without data encryption**, (b) **SEV inactive with data encryption**, (c) **SEV active with data encryption**. Figure 4(a) shows that, when the size of the patient records increases, the execution time also increases. This is because when the size of the patient records increases, the time spent in encrypting and decrypting the records increases and it takes a longer time for the training and testing machine learning models in the workflow to process larger records. Our experimental results show that SGX and SEV impose 2.62x and 1.29x overhead on the largest dataset containing 100,000 patient records, respectively. It is also depicted that **SGX active with data encryption** mode has higher execution time than the **SEV active with data encryption**. However, while experimenting outside of SGX and SEV TEEs, the execution time of **SGX inactive with data encryption** is lower than **SEV inactive with data encryption**. In the hybrid approach that uses two SGX nodes and two SEV nodes for the largest of datasets, the overhead is 1.20x as it is depicted in Figure 5. Since Algorithm1 and Algorithm2 from Diagnosis Recommendation workflow [3] are resource-intensive tasks and are not highly security-sensitive, we assigned them to
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two SEV instances whereas the rest of the tasks are assigned to two SGX enclaves. We have also experimented to obtain the memory usage for the largest data sets. It is depicted that the SEV instances are faster than SGX enclaves. Our experimental results also show that 1GB heap memory and 33MB non-heap memory is consumed when executing the diagnosis recommendation workflow, as shown in Table 2. Table 3 depicts the encryption and decryption overhead in hybrid active settings is 1.04x.

Figure 4: Execution time of running different workflows in different configurations for different input datasets.

4.1.2 The Word Count workflow. Figure 6 depicts a Map-Reduce workflow, a well-known word-count example for the Map-Reduce [16] operation to measure the execution times and memory overhead of SecDATAVIEW. To conduct this experiment, we created a workflow with 16 tasks including one task for input processing, 3 Splitting and 3 Mapping tasks for map operation, 4 Shuffling and 4 Reducing tasks for reduce operation, and one task for the final output organization. In our experiment, we randomly generated 100,000 to 1,000,000 words containing 2 characters as input. Figure 4(b) compares the execution time of the word count workflow with and without SGX/SEV. Each data point in the figure is an average of 5 workflow iterations. The figure shows that when the number of words increases from 100,000 to 1,000,000, the execution time increases linearly. SGX and SEV impose 1.89x and 1.04x overhead for the largest dataset (i.e., the dataset containing 1,000,000 words), respectively. This shows that SEV imposes little overhead on the execution time and SGX imposes higher overhead than SEV. In our hybrid approach in which workflow tasks are executed inside both SGX (2 nodes) and SEV (2 nodes) machines at the same time by randomly distributing the tasks to 4 SGX/SEV nodes, the performance overhead is 1.33x as depicted in Figure 5.
We have also measured the memory usage of SecDATAVIEW. Our experimental results show that SecDATAVIEW uses 1GB heap and 31MB non-heap memory, as depicted in Table 2. Table 3 shows the encryption and decryption imposes 1.03x overhead in hybrid active settings.

### 4.1.3 The Distributed K-means workflow
We measured the execution time and memory usage of SecDATAVIEW using a Distributed K-means workflow, where several clusters and the number of splits of datasets are designed dynamically. In this experiment, we randomly generated 100, 000 to 1, 000, 000 points, each of which has an x and y coordinate. Figures 4(c) and 5 give the execution time of SecDATAVIEW, which shows that SGX, SEV, and our hybrid approach impose 1.69x, 1.29x and 1.43x overhead on the largest dataset (1, 000, 000 points), respectively. Also, running the distributed K-means workflow uses 1GB heap and 30MB non-heap memory, which is represented in Table 2.

### 4.2 Security Analysis

**SecDATAVIEW architecture and TCB**: The SecDATAVIEW architecture provides the smallest software and hardware TCB for deploying big data workflow management system in the cloud. For SGX nodes, the software component of TCB is the LibOS, the JVM, the Code Provisioner, and the Task Executor. For SEV worker nodes, the software component of TCB is the guest OS, the JVM, the Code Provisioner, and the Task Executor. The hardware component of the TCB is the CPU package for the SGX workers and is AMD SoC and AMD secure processor for the SEV worker nodes. The SecDATAVIEW architecture excludes all the underlying and high-privileged cloud system software (e.g., hypervisor and cloud management software), from the TCB. Besides, SecDATAVIEW is protected against memory corruption vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow) since memory access is protected by type-safe languages like Java and JVM.

**Workflow code and data confidentiality and integrity**: SecDATAVIEW architecture protects the confidentiality and integrity of the workflow’s code and data at the booting time and runtime with the help of TEEs. TEEs are attested with the help of hardware attestation method that is provided by TEE hardware vendors (i.e., Intel Attestation Server and AMD Guest Attestation). Besides TEEs, SecDATAVIEW security protection is guaranteed with different security primitives such as AEAD scheme, one-way hash functions, SSL/TLS, and SFTP network connectivity. Specifically, SecDATAVIEW uses authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD). The associated data is validated, but not combined in the ciphertext. However, the Initialization Vector (IV) that is used to generate the AEAD is implicitly integrated within the ciphertext. We assume that AEAD is secure [18], implying that without the secret key, and given the ciphertexts for any elected plaintexts and associated data, it is computationally infeasible to form another pair of ciphertext and associated data to decrypt the ciphertext.

**WCPAC protocol**: SecDATAVIEW uses the WCPAC protocol to 1) provision and attest worker nodes, 2) provision the code for the Task Executor and workflows tasks on each participating worker node, 3) establish the secure communication and file transfers between the master node and worker nodes, and 4) ensure the secure file transfers among worker nodes. The WCPAC protocol protects the SecDATAVIEW network connectivity by establishing an SSL socket connection for messaging and the SFTP for file transferring between active nodes. WCPAC is protected against eavesdropping, the man-in-the-middle attack, and the replay attack.

**Attacks against network channel**: Assume an adversary actively eavesdrop on the communication among different nodes. The adversary can learn the source, the destination, the number of transmitting packets, the time of message sent, and the total size of the transferred message. Conversely, the adversary cannot know the content carried by the packet’s payload due to our multi-layer protection mechanisms. First, the communication is protected with the SSL/TLS encryption protection, the payload is protected with the AEAD encryption and the adversary needs to break the second layer of cryptography protections, which decreases the chance of successful attack.

**The denial of service (DoS) attack**: SecDATAVIEW is vulnerable to the DoS attack, but this attack also presents in SGX and SEV TEE. For SGX, it is mainly caused by a malicious host that refuses to launch the enclave. In SEV it could be caused by a malicious hypervisor that refuses to start the SEV-protected VM or by attackers who modify the SEV-protected memory image due to the lack of the SEV memory integrity protection, causing the VM to crash or exhibit unexpected behavior.

**The side-channel attack**: SecDATAVIEW is vulnerable to the side-channel attack that is present in every SGX [12, 21, 35, 44, 56, 58, 59] and SEV [43] TEE.

### 4.3 Comparison with Existing Systems

Table 4 compares SecDATAVIEW against several representative big data systems including VC3 [9], Opaque [61], and the lightweight Lua Map-Reduce system [46].

**Functionality**: SecDATAVIEW has two main advantages compared to the existing systems: 1) it is compatible with many forms of data structures/formats and is also capable of executing a variety type of workflows by leveraging a heterogeneous computing setting (i.e., SGX and SEV), VC3, the lightweight Lua Map-Reduce, and Opaque are limited to Map-Reduce and SQL query workflows, respectively. Besides, they only support SGX TEE to protect their

---

1. https://www.flickr.com/photos/waynestateise/47529826741/
Additionally, all data traffic of intermediate Map-Reduce results is kept encrypted during the job execution. VC3 results show a performance overhead between 4.3% to 24.5% when the enclave self-integrity checking mode is used. Pires et al. [46] proposed a lightweight, secure Map-Reduce framework that leveraged Intel SGX. Their system is integrated with a lightweight virtual machine for Lua language [23], which is a high-level language that interprets the Map-Reduce Lua scripts, and a Secure Based Content Routing System (SCBR) [47], which is a secure publish/subscribe system for the message passing and data distribution in the distributed system between the client and worker nodes. In this system, three main entities, client, SCBR, and worker nodes collaborate to execute a Map-Reduce workflow. All message routing as well as the map and reduce Lua scripts execution happens inside the secure enclave. The reported results showed up to 2x performance overhead. Zheng et al. [61] proposed Opaque that enhanced the security of the Spark SQL with SGX. One of the execution modes referred to as the encryption mode provides the confidentiality protection on the data and the results. In this mode, the Opaque’s code at the client side is transferred to the enclave and with the help of Intel attestation protocol, the code is verified and the secret keys are distributed inside the enclave. Their experimental results show that the Opaque’s encryption mode imposes 3.3x performance overhead on the execution time. Moreover, Opaque uses the oblivious mode and the oblivious pad mode to provide protection against the access pattern leakage and the size leakage with the help of oblivious computations. Opaque’s experimental results showed that the oblivious mode imposes 1.60x to 46x overhead on the execution time.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present SecDATAVIEW, an efficient and secure big data workflow management system that protects the confidentiality and integrity of Java-written tasks and data in the workflow with the help of SGX/SEV worker nodes. SecDATAVIEW significantly reduces the TCB size of the worker node, and protects the Task Executor and individual workflow tasks by executing them inside the SGX enclave or the SEV-protected instance. Our experiments with different types of workflows show the usability of the system with a low-performance overhead while securing the confidential task execution at SGX enclave/SEV instance runtime. We plan to investigate the security issues of collaborative scientific workflows [41, 60] in the future, in which multiple users design and execute a workflow in the cloud collaboratively.
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APPENDIX

The WCPAC protocol’s main functionality includes: 1) to provision and attest secure worker nodes, 2) to provision securely the code for the Task Executor and workflow tasks on each participating worker node, 3) to establish the secure communication and file transfers between the master node and worker nodes, and 4) to ensure secure file transfers among worker nodes. Figure 7 shows the steps of WCPAC and relations between different entities in the SecDATAVIEW. In the following, we define SecDATAVIEW naming conventions for the sequence diagram.

machineLaunchRequest(machineType, IP): This function is to call Cloud Resource Management for launching the remote worker node (SEV or SGX machines). It accepts machineType and the IP address from the workflow executor and initializes the remote machines based on the given parameters, machineTypes are categorized as ‘AMD’ or ‘SGX’.

send(file): This function is responsible for sending a corresponding file from source to destination. Sending file is implemented by SFTP.

message(content): This function is responsible for sending messages through SSL socket from source to destination. This message is used for sending various signals. The content type is a string.

sha256(file): This function is responsible for generating the SHA256 digest of a given file.

keyGen(): This function is responsible for generating a random password.

encrypt(key, AD, file): This function AEAD encrypts the input file based on the given secret key and AD (Associated Data).

decrypt(key, AD, file): This function AEAD decrypts the provided encrypted file based on the given secret key and AD.
1. machineLaunchRequest(machineType, ip)
2. send(diskImage)
3. message(initVM)
4. Instantiate Java SFTP server
5. Function return from Cloud Resource Management
6. Function Call Code Provisioning Attestation
7. DigestCodeProvisionerM=sha256(codeProvisioner.jar)
8. codePass=keyGen()
9. encrypt(codePass, AD, taskExecutor.jar) -> taskExecutor.enc
10. send(codeProvisioner.jar, taskExecutor.enc, codeProvisionerSSLCertificate)
11. Instantiate Code Provider at the Worker Node
12. DigestCodeProvisionerW=sha256(codeProvisioner.jar)
13. message(DigestCodeProvisionerW)
15. message(codePass)
16. send(TaskExecutorSSLCertificate, WorkflowInputData, TaskExecutorConfig)
17. decrypt(codePass, AD, taskExecutor.enc) -> taskExecutor.jar
18. Function return from Code Provisioning Attestation
19. Instantiate Task Executor
20. message(startJob)
21. Execute Job
22. message(jobComplete)